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Exercise : M2P P2M Operators

As a preparation to the upcoming projects, design/implement Mesh-Particle and Particle-Mesh inter-
polation operators in 3D.

The minimum requirements are

⊲ Interpolation of scalar quantities

⊲ Interpolation of vector quantities

⊲ M ′

4
interpolation function

Algorithm 1 may serve as an inspiration for an efficient implementation. Test your implementation
by defining a function on a mesh, interpolating it onto particles, from the particles back onto the mesh,
and computing the convergence of the difference. Make sure the particles are not located exactly on
mesh nodes, but offset, e.g. by(0.5h, 0.5h, 0.5h).

Algorithm 1 P-M interpolation; in this 3D example we assume that the computational domain starts
at the origin, the indices start at zero, and that we are usinga kernel with support 4. The indexi is a
symbolic abbreviation fori, j, k, e.g. i1[1] ≡ j1.

1: for p ∈ P do
2: x̂ = xp h−1

3: i1 = INT(x̂); i0 = i1 − 1; i2 = i1 + 1; i3 = i1 + 2
4: x1 = x̂ − REAL(i1); x0 = x1 − 1.0; x2 = x1 + 1.0; x3 = x1 + 2.0
5: a0 = M(x0); a1 = M(x1); a2 = M(x2); a3 = M(x3)

{In these kernel evaluation statements we can exploit the fact that the kernelM is usually a
piecewise polynomial, and that we a-priori know which interval of the kernelx0, x1, etc. fall
into; this saves us from using any conditionals.}

6: q[i0[0], i0[1], i0[2]] = q[i0[0], i0[1], i0[2]] + Qp a0[0]a0[1]a0[2]
7: q[i0[0], i0[1], i1[2]] = q[i0[0], i0[1], i1[2]] + Qp a0[0]a0[1]a1[2]
8: . . .

9: q[i3[0], i3[1], i3[2]] = q[i3[0], i3[1], i3[2]] + Qp a3[0]a3[1]a3[2]
10: end for


